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Kelly Stallings, PhD, LPC
Psychotherapist, Author, Speaker
Kelly is a dynamic speaker with pertinent topics of interest. Let
Kelly teach your group interesting cognitive behavioral techniques
that can be easily incorporated into real life settings for instant
results.

Popular Talks for Health & Weight Management
Common Sense Skills for Weight Loss and Weight Management
Common sense does not mean common practice!
Kelly shares how Cognitive Behavioral Training is the most important aspect of weight loss.
Changing your eating and exercise regimens are only part of the weight loss formula. Can you
say yo-yo dieting? Changing your thinking and attitude are necessary for life long change.
Peak Performance Skills for Weight Loss and Weight Management
Peak performance skills have been utilized by Olympic and top level athletes for several
decades to improve their already elite skill set. Kelly will teach your group how to use these
effective techniques to achieve weight loss goals and weight management for life.
How Value Meals made America Fat!
Kelly will educate your group on the psychology of the 'Value' sale that was very
effective for the fast food industry starting in the early 1970s. This 'Value' sale subtly made its
way into the entire restaurant industry. Understand the Value Proposition and how to avoid the
bulge that comes along with the value.
The Missing Piece (Talk or CEU Training)
Cognitive behavioral training is a significant aspect of successful weight loss. Modifying food
and exercise regimens are only part of the weight loss formula. Changing thoughts, beliefs and
attitudes are necessary for lifelong change.
This is the missing piece...Life is Mental!
ü Identify cognitive behavioral techniques for weight release
ü Identify and modify self defeating thoughts and behaviors that impede weight release
ü Assist clients in increasing daily self motivation
Managing Stress & Weight Loss
Stress can be a culprit for weight gain in many individuals. Kelly offers easy cognitive
behavioral skills to manage daily stressors and maintain your healthy figure.
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Managing Stress Starts in your Mind!
Stress is a natural part of life. Managing this stress does not always come so naturally. Kelly
offers easy cognitive behavioral skills to manage daily stressors and maintain a positive
attitude.

Popular Talks for Business
Launch Your Image, Your Business, and Your Team!
· Do people describe you as confident and self assured?
· How do you define success in business?
· Are you attracting dynamic people to your business or team?
Your image, your business and your sales team are all related to your personal attitudes and
beliefs. Kelly will teach you how to develop the ability to create a positive successful self
fulfilling prophecy for your life experience each day.
Train Your Brain for Ultimate Success-The Power of Belief (Talk or CEU Training)
Success can be programmed into your brain. Let Kelly teach you practical techniques to
reprogram your brain for success.
· Simple Strategies for Achieving Your Goals
· Identifying and Changing Ineffective Thinking
· Living Consciously with Positivity
Positivity & Happiness: Anyone Can Have Them
Most people already understand that happiness is a choice. The question is: ‘How do you
choose it?’ Kelly teaches three easy techniques to program yourself for a positivity mindset
that will assist you in choosing happiness daily!
PowHER: Women Helping Women
Women now represent more than half of the workforce
both as employees and business owners. The basic
differences between women and men create an interesting
dynamic at work that affect the overall advancement and
success for women. Kelly will teach you to identify some
basic cognitive behavioral differences between the way
women and men differ as well as strategies for effectively
working together. Kelly has specific strategies to share
with women to effectively promote themselves along their
career path.
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Here is what people are saying about Kelly as a speaker:
Kelly spoke at the 4th Annual Women's Empowerment Conference. She was absolutely amazing. She
was funny and presented her information in a way that others could understand it. By far, she
received the most positive comments out of all of the speakers at the conference. She is great to work
with and a offers a hand to help in any way that she can. I strongly recommend working with Kelly.
She will exceed your expectations!
-Shantera Chatman
Founder & Executive Director
Annual Women's Empowerment Conference, Inc
Kelly participated in a UMR team building event for health coaches by sharing training on health
provider self care. Her training was engaging, informative and kept the team thinking about the
importance of self care for the remainder of the event. Kelly shared practical techniques that could be
immediately implemented for self care. Her training was beneficial to my team, and the feedback
from the team was "a great speaker", "she got me thinking" and "wow...very empowering
techniques". I highly recommend her as a trainer.
-Maria Montoya, MA
UMR Care Management Services, Supervisor
Kelly was our Featured Speaker at our 8th Annual Red Hat Literacy
Luncheon in March, 2011. She talked about thinking positive every day
and, for many of our adult learners at the luncheon, this was an
inspiration for them. We have heard from these learners who have said
they are saying something positive to themselves each morning which
makes their day so much better. She had everyone (over 400
individuals) in the room focused on her and her positive thinking. I was
pleasantly surprised that even our Celebrity Waiters (all men) were
listening intently to Kelly's suggestions. I highly recommend Kelly as a
speaker. She is very entertaining and has some great suggestions for
living positively.
-Dale Pillow
Executive Director, Adult Reading Center
‘Thank you for a humorous and well thought out speech at the Houston Area Council. I love it when we can
admit that we laugh at ourselves as well as the putting life into perspective. Thanks again, you’re an
inspirational speaker!’
Kim Gebron
Professional Organizer
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Speaker Testimony continued
"Kelly Stallings spoke to my members at Curves during a member appreciation event. The members really
enjoyed and got involved with Kelly's presentation. Kelly's interactive presentation allowed my members to
really understand the importance of cognitive thinking and I could really see some "light-bulb" moments
happening for many of them. One of my members shared with me a week later that she was feeling more
focused and motivated after using her CD just a handful of times."
Cherie Burch, Area Manager
Curves - SW Group
www.curves-houston.com

From observing Kelly as a motivator for women I knew she'd be an excellent fit for the
FEMALEPOWER Conference. She's honest, hard working, and a true inspiration for any woman
wanting to take claim of her personal power to win in business and in life. I feel privileged to know
her and look forward to a growing relationship.
Naima Singletary
Founder, FEMALEPOWER Conference
Kelly spoke to our Montgomery County Association of Business Women on July 28, 2009 on the topic of
"Common Sense Skills for Weight Loss and Weight Management." She is a dynamic speaker who offered
relevant, organized information. She included many mental techniques that our members could easily apply to
their daily lives. She held the group's attention through her enthusiasm and anecdotes. I highly recommend
Kelly as a speaker on the unique topic of cognitive behavioral techniques for weight management.
Carol Gooch
Founder & Executive Director Montgomery County Association of Business Women, www.mcabw.org
Kelly Stallings is a dynamic speaker who spoke to our group on the topic, “Managing Stress for a Healthy
Mind.” She held the group’s attention for the duration of her talk and engaged our members with funny
anecdotes and helpful information. Her professional and confident approach was perfect for our group of
business women. The members could easily apply her stress-relieving tips into their daily business and
personal lives. The speaker feedback from the group was high with several positive comments like, “Great
speaker!”, “Fabulous”, and “Would like to hear her speak again and expand on the topic of stress.” I would
highly recommend Kelly to anyone looking to book a competent, interesting speaker!
Janine J. Moore
Program Chair
Northwest Houston Business & Professional Women

Meeting planners, invite Kelly to speak to your group! Download Kelly’s Press Kit from the
website at http://www.lifeismental.com/MeetingPlannersMediaKit.html or contact us for a
printed version to be emailed or mailed directly to you.
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